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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/13/2024

Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight 324BDS, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer 324BDS highlights:
Dual Entry Doors Rear Bunkhouse U-Shaped Dinette Outside Kitchen Power
Awning Get ready for a whole lot of memories being made when you have this
trailer at the campgrounds! From the kids telling stories at night while they sleep
on the three bunks and the booth dinette in the rear bunkhouse to you relaxing on
the jackknife sofa and U-shaped dinette. Both furnishings offer more sleeping
space when the whole family joins you. And the slide out gives you more floor
space! The full bathroom has an interior and exterior entry for convenience, and
the inside kitchen offers full amenities while the outside kitchen gives you more
choices when cooking for everyone. You will also appreciate privacy in the front
bedroom with dual access, two wardrobes and windows for views of the scenery.
These Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have been a family favorite for years with
their lasting power and superior construction. An integrated A-frame and
magnum truss roof system holds them together. When you tow one of these units
you're towing the entire unit and not just the frame. With dark tinted windows, you
have more privacy and safety. The vinyl flooring throughout will be easy to clean
and maintain too. Come find your favorite model today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T82032
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BT7R17T0390
Condition: New
Length: 36
GVW: 9000
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 2

Item address Ft Myers, Florida, United States
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